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Art show uses books as inspiration
G

raphic-design-turned-art student Suzanne Smith
presented her senior art show last week. The
exhibit, titled "Glimpse," was on display in the Weber
Gallery the entire week for open viewing.
A senior at Winona State University, Smith started as
a graphic design major but changed her mind when she
found it wasn't for her.
"It turns out I don't like computers that much," Smith
said.
She is currently double majoring in studio art and art
education with a minor in music.
On Wednesday, Nov. 13, Smith held a talk in the
gallery, surrounded by her work. With the room packed
with Smith's family, friends, art students and professors,
Smith described the inspiration for her very first art
show.
Smith said that after reading the novel "Life of Pi," she
was inspired to write a story that had been in her head for
many years. Her favorite book, "Howl's Moving Castle,"
originally inspired her story. Although she has not
finished her story yet, she used excerpts from her writing
to inspire her drawings. Each drawing hung next to the
quote it was inspired by.
Smith said her story incorporates family, magic and
time travel.
"Each drawing and installation was meant to give a
feeling of what's going on in the story. It's not meant to
be a retelling of the story," Smith said. "It's like looking

through a book to simply see the pictures.'
Several viewers mentioned how cozy and home-like the
room felt and they felt like they were really a part of the
story.
Art professor Seho Park asked Smith why she didn't
choose to incorporate the text into her drawings. Smith
said she didn't want to take anything away from the
images themselves.
Smith said she thought the story was what drove the
images instead of the other way around.
The style of Smith's drawings was inspired by
printmaking, Smith said. Prior to working on her art show,
Smith said she wasn't fond of putting backgrounds in her
pictures. Despite her dislike for creating them, she said
this project pushed her to work on backgrounds in her
pictures.
Smith mentioned that her most complex drawing took
15 hours to complete. She said her favorite way to draw
is in her bed with a blanket over her legs. It's just more
comfortable that way, Smith said.
Smith's exhibit displayed her pottery as well.
"It allowed me to show my drawing, ceramics and
writing skills all in one exhibit," Smith said.

BY REAGAN JOHNSON
news reporter

rjjohnsonl2@winona.edu
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for her artwork (top left). Suzanne Smith's Aunt points out her favorite part of Suzanne's drawing (above).
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Variety Show raises money for club
W

inona State University's Dance
Society hosted a night full of
dancing and singing at the fourth annual
Variety Show, held last Wednesday.
The Variety Show is a talent show in
which anyone can participate. It raises
money for the club to send its dancers to
the American College Dance Festival in
Milwaukee.
Haley Holmes, president of the club,
said this year the Dance Society raised
$350.
"We were very proud of the success
we had this year," Holmes said. "We are
hoping for another great show next year."
Tickets were $3 and audience members
got a ticket for door prizes ranging from
local business gift certificates to knickknacks. Unique prizes included dream
catchers with pictures of deer and chickens
and an antique doll. The door prizes were
given away during the show.

The audience seemed to enjoy the show,
and the door prizes were a big hit, Holmes
said.
There were new performances and old
favorites. Returning acts included the
Dance Society dance team, hip-hop team
and the Runner Up Improv comedy troupe.
The Dance Society danced to "Thriller"
in bright pink morph suits.
The RunnerUp Improv comedy troupe
tag-teamed a comedy skit about a family
Thanksgiving dinner. Students also
performed musical duets and solos.
The show gives the various arts and
entertainments that are at Winona State a
chance to showcase their talents, Holmes
said.
Preparation for the event starts with
brainstorming at Dance Society's meetings.
Anyone who wants to participate in the
show must contact the club.
As show time approaches, Dance

OF THE SUCCESS
WE HAD THIS YEAR.
WE ARE HOPING FOR
ANOTHER GREAT SHOW
NEXT YEAR.

Society stays in contact with the clubs and
performers to make sure they will be ready
for the show.
There is no rehearsal before the night
of the show. Everyone performing meets
before show time and they receive the
show's lineup.
The club's "go for it" approach works
really well, Holmes said.
The show is never the same two years in
a row. In previous years there have been
martial arts performances and morph body
suit dance routines.

BY JORDAN GERARD
news reporter
jgerardll @winona.edu

Contact Marcia Ratliff
MRatliff09@winona.edu
11:00 p.m.
It was reported that a WSU sign in the Lincoln Parking Lot was
damaged. The matter was referred to the Director of Security.

I 8:13 p.m.
A student was cited for a drug violation in Lourdes. The matter was
referred to the Hall Director

I A student reported that she was being harassed by a former boyfriend.
The matter was referred and handled by law enforcement, security and the
University Conduct Officer

I 5:11 p.m.
A GMW notified Security that he heard a woman calling for help in
the area of the IWC. Security made contact with the woman who
indicated a boyfriend was arguing with her and pulled her hair Police
were notified. The assailant had left the area before Security's arrival.The
matter was referred to law enforcement (non-students).

I 8:43 p.m.
WSU Security, while on routine patrol, found an unconscious person
near the intersection of 8th & Main Street. EMS and police were notified
and transported the individual (non-student) to the hospital.

I 1:09 a.m.
Security responded to a report of an unconscious male in

10:10 a.m.
A staff member requested a welfare check on an office campus student.
The matter was referred to law enforcement.
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a Lourdes bathroom. Subject was found to be intoxicated.
Police and EMS were notified and student was transported.

I 2:17 a.m.
A student was found passed out in a bathroom in Lourdes. EMS and
police were called and subject was transported.
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WSU celebrates International Week
S

tudents from all cultures and walks of life came
together to expand their knowledge of the world
as Winona State University celebrated International
Education Week 2013.
International Education Week is a national event
created by the Department of State and the Department
of Education. The year 2013 marks the 14th annual
celebration of this event.
Minnesota governor Mark Dayton issued a proclamation
on Nov. 1 declaring that the state would celebrate
International Education Week 2013 from Nov. 12-15, the
same days that Winona State scheduled its own events.
Winona State has hosted similar international events in
the past four years in the form of a one-day International
Expo. This year, the event was extended over four days.
Kemale Pinar, the director of International Services and
Cultural Outreach, said, "In order to understand issues, we
have to understand the people first."
She said that meeting people from different cultures
has a stronger impact than simply seeing footage on the
television.
The week's events began on Tuesday with a showing of
"Crossing Borders," a documentary about four Moroccan
and four American college students who travel through
Morocco.
International students were encouraged to come to class
wearing traditional outfits from their native countries.
Their purpose was to raise awareness about the week's
events and encourage questions about different cultures.
Beginning on Tuesday, students could use the markers
attached to a large poster hung in Kryzsko Commons

between East Hall and the Upper Hyphen to write the
names of places around the world that they wanted to visit.
On Wednesday, global studies professor Michael Bowler
presented a lecture on global citizenship.
The International Food and Language Fair also took
place on Wednesday. At this event, students could taste
dishes from several countries. They could also talk with
the international students who prepared the food to learn
more about their cultures.
John Otis, who works in the International Services
office and is the co-president for International Club, said,
"People can talk a lot over food." He said that food has
the power to bring people together, and this happens all
around the world.
Otis and Grant Bodmer, his resident assistant in the
Quad, began planning for their event in September.
Bodmer wanted to do a program with his residents that had
an international focus. He was able to collaborate with Otis
and the international students to put the event together.
The program ultimately became one of the international
students' projects as part of the Cross-Cultural Outreach
Program.
Pinar said, "The purpose of the program is to encourage
students to share their culture with people living in Winona
and southeastern Minnesota." International students
could complete these projects by visiting classrooms at
local schools or participating in events like International
Learning Day, she said.
Participants in the program receive the Cross-Cultural
Scholarship and are required to complete three projects
over the course of the school year.

Thursday's International Learning Day was the key
event for the week. Students from Winona State and area
elementary and high schools attended the event, which
took place in the Science Laboratory Center atrium. The
all-day event also included games, food and lessons.
"It was organized in such a way that you had that oneon-one contact with students," Pinar said.
The students in attendance could visit tables with
information about 18 countries around the world. They
could collect a flag sticker for their pretend passports after
learning from the international students hosting each table
and looking at images and props that demonstrated the
country's culture.
The week concluded with an open house for the
International Services and Cultural Outreach offices,
which sponsored all the events. At the event, Tunisian
students Melek Hakim and Nadia Aissa presented on their
country's history and culture.
Otis said, "I think it'd be a really cool thing to do every
year."
Pinar intends to make International Education Week
an annual event at Winona State. She said she sees it as a
collaboration between the International Services office and
the campus community, and she hopes to encourage more
participation both next year and in future years.

BY REBECCA MUELLER
news reporter
rmueller08@winona.edu
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Students learn about traditional Venezuelan dishes at the International Food and Language Fair.
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Floating Center and
Classroom plans to
arrive June 1

This week
in Winona

Mmm

Full Spectrum Panel Discussion
Time: 3:30 p.m.
Place: Kryzsko Commons

A Winona State boat will be used for hands-on
learning experiences on the Mississippi

T

he Calvin Fremling Floating Interpretive Center
and Classroom is a boat that is currently being
built for hands-on educational and interpretive
purposes on the Mississippi River.
Gary Evans, interim vice persident of university
advancement, said, "I'm pleased to report that the boat
is on schedule. It'll be here no later than June 1, 2014,
and we expect to hold a celebration when it arrives."
The boat will be 17x60 feet and will hold up to 49
passengers, according to WSU Foundation website.
The boat will be used for thousands of students
in the Winona school district to enhance their
understanding of the environment by taking water
samples and identifying certain river species.
Winona State University will also be partnering with
Visit Winona to offer opportunities for community
organizations and businesses to rent the boat.
The boat will cost between $60,000 and $65,000
to cover operation, staff and insurance, mooring and
seasonal storage.
The funds for the boat itself are still being raised,
but the WSU Foundation agreed to pay the difference
needed to get the project started, Evans said.
The boat's name is in honor of professor Emeritus
Calvin Fremling.
Fremling, who taught biology at Winona State, is

known for his research of mayflies and was regarded
as a prime knowledgeable source.
Evans said knowing about the insect is one thing,
but knowing how that insect provides an indicator of
the health of the river is another thing.
Fremling taught for 32 years at Winona State and
died in 2010 at age 80.
The boat will dock at the Winona Levee, but Evans
said there is an agreement being worked on with the
city of Winona to use the dock at the foot of Johnson
Street.
This isn't the first vessel to be used in the Winona
community. The River Explorer was a boat used
previously but was sold in 2009.
When the River Explorer was being used, more
than 15 academic programs and departments at
Winona State benefited from it, according to university
advancement.

s

'God of Carnage'
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: PAC
Dorothy B. Magnus Theatre
$6 tickets for students

24

kstore.com

Dec 9-13 Rental Book Return and BookSellback
Bring all your textbooks to the Bookstore!
Well clear your account of rentals and offer you CA$H for the books you've
tor Spring Semester Textbook Reservation
at the front service counter now!

Lower Level ofKryzsko Commons Building
Nov. 20,2013

Handmade Neighborhood
Time: 9 - 3 p.m.
Place: Winona County
History Center
Support focal artisans and their homemade work!

klangmaidl 3@winona.edu

nation of $5 cash or 4 canned/boxed food items

4

Cory Meier and Camie Schneider at Acoustic
Time: 8 p.m.
Place: Acoustic Cafe
77 Lafayette
No cover!

BY KAYLA LANGMAID
news reporter

Nov 18-22 CONSTRUCTION SALE
TAKE 20% OFF General Books, School&Offiee Supplies and yellow CLEARANCE tags!
AY SAL

Winter Clothing Drive
Time: 11 - 3:30 p.m.
Place: Kryzsko Commons
Jack Kane & Lower Hyphen

WSU Bookstore
OPEN Mon- Fri, Sam to 5pm
SATURDAY HOURS Dec 7, 9am -3pm

www.facebook.com/wsubookstore

Mindfulness Meditation Practice Group
Time: 12 p.m.
O^
Place: Memorial 300
Contact: Gretchen Cohenour
GCohenour(5>winona.edu

Last day of classes
for the week!
Have a happy Thanksgiving!

Q
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Club fights against human trafficking
New WSU club raises awareness of national and local issue
J

ustice Mission is a new club on campus with the
goals of raising voices, raising awareness and raising
support about human trafficking.
Janelle Studnicka and Stephanie Lohn started the club
in early October. The two met through mutual friends
and discovered their shared passion for ending human
trafficking.
"Steph and I got together and started something that
would help us start a movement on campus," Studnicka
said.
Lohn, freshman at Winona State University, said she
learned about the issue of sex trafficking in high school.
She said she didn't exactly understand it, but she thought
it was interesting.
"When I came here, I was just like, 'God, show me
what you want me to do,'" Lohn said.
To educate people, the club will show the documentary
"Nefarious" that gives an in-depth look into the issue of
sex trafficking.
Four countries are explored, one of them being
Thailand. Studnicka said what they
show is exactly what she experienced
in the red-light district of Thailand.
Studnicka traveled to Thailand's
red-light district to encourage
women who are involved
in human trafficking
to consider a different
lifestyle. Studnicka
would sit down
with a woman
at a bar and
strike up a
conversation.
"Hopefully
we would share
God's love with
her and ask her if
she would like a
different job at a safe
house," Studnicka said.

At safe houses women learn occupational skills so they
do not have to continue working at the bars. The women
also make jewelry to sell in Set Me Free Shops, like the
one Studnicka works at in Onalaska.
She said she trusts the film, because it gives the facts
and shows the reality of human trafficking.
"I think that 'Nefarious' is real. What's in it is real,"
Studnicka said.
Studnicka said the film is produced by Christians, so it
adds the power of God to the fight.
"I think that's an essential piece to fighting human
trafficking," Studnicka said.
Justice Mission will show the film from 7 p.m. to 8:45
p.m. on Nov. 25 in the Harriet Johnson Auditorium in
Somsen Hall. Justice Mission will provide childcare for
those who need it. The film showing is free to attend,
but donations are accepted. Money raised will go toward
aftercare kits for women who are rescued.
In the spring, Justice Mission will partner with the
dance department to host a dance for freedom.
"We're hoping to share about human trafficking
through dance and music," Studnicka said.
They are asking local artists to

trafficking this spring. The panel will include a law
enforcement official, a child advocacy professor and two
former sex workers who spoke at a recent conference.
"We want to show people that this is in our community,
and this is why we need to do something," Studnicka said.
Justice Mission wants to make a template for other
colleges to start similar clubs. The club meets at 7 p.m.
every Tuesday in Minne 244.

BY MICHELLE PETERSON

news reporter
mpeterson 10@winona. edu

own.
Justice Mission is working
on putting together a panel of
people to speak about human

ALICIA ALVERSON
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The pajama-ed trio, Team All Night for the Fight: Megan Tuohy, Brittany Ellingson and Alyssa Meyer

S

taying up all night has never been much
of a challenge for Kelly Bergman. The
Winona State University senior said she
had always had crazy amounts of energy as
a kid.
That inexhaustible pep came in handy
last Friday night at Winona State's third
annual Up 'til Dawn event, where Bergman
and other participants played, danced and
shouted the night away until 6 a.m. the next
day.
The purpose of Up 'til Dawn is to raise
funds for St. Jude's Children's Research
Hospital, which works to find cures
for children with cancer and other lifethreatening diseases, at absolutely no
charge to the families.
For many families, this means their sons,
daughters, brothers and sisters have a shot
at beating their disease. For St. Jude, it
means a lot of money. Without fundraisers
like Up 'til Dawn, St., Jude would not be
able to provide the same level of care for
free.
Bergman first got into Up 'til Dawn in
her sophomore year, when her best friend
involved her in fundraising.
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"Her little sister died of cancer when
she was three," Bergman said. "That really
inspired me to do this."
By 3 a.m., senior Janet Baumgartner,
who came to participate with a team from
her honors society Kappa Delta Pi, was
feeling tired.
But she was not ready to quit any time
soon.
"It's one night out of your life for all the
nights they have to stay up," she said. She
was referring to the children who depend
on treatment from St. Jude, who often must
stay awake long nights in their fight with
cancer.
In the past, Up 'til Dawn has been a letter
writing event taking place in the evening.
Participants would father and send out
requests for funds to friends and family.
The event, Bergman said, was a success,
but she liked Up 'til Dawn's new tradition
of actually staying up all night to remember
the children awake in their beds.
"It's making people aware of how big
this is," she said.
Activities for the evening were in honor
of the young patients at St. Jude.

The itinerary included plenty of Minute
to Win It challenges, obstacle courses
and rounds of water pong. At the start of
the night, participants tried their hands at
"syringe painting," using syringes to spread
paint on a canvas.
The children at St. Jude, who frequently
receive injections as part of their treatment,
often paint the same way in an attempt
to turn something scary into something
beautiful. Baumgartner and her teammates
painted stick versions of themselves on
their canvas.
Representing Mugby Junction, the
"Super Espresso Diva Queens" painted
a mural of the St. Jude logo silhouette
sipping a cup of coffee.
Espresso Diva Callie Gustafson carefully
outlined the logo with a syringe full of
black paint.
Prior to the event, she raised over
$400 for her team, using everything from
social media to bribing her donors with
homemade banana bread.
Whenever participants started flagging,
yawning or sitting on the gym floor with
glazed looks in their eyes, Bergman was

suddenly there with a whoop and a yell
of encouragement. With her and the other
participants' enthusiasm, McCown Gym
echoed with cheers until it was time to
pack up. Even then, Bergman had energy
for more.
"My heart swells for stuff like this," she
said. "You are fighting for kids who may
not get the opportunity to do what we do—
go to college, grow up. It's about giving
them that opportunity."
By the end of the night, Up 'til Dawn at
Winona State had raised $10,454 for St.
Jude. The actual fundraising will continue
until Dec. 1, so there is still time for those
who wish to donate. After that, it's time to
start planning for next year's event, which
Bergan says will be even bigger than the
last.
"I love every minute of it," she said.

HANNAH JONES
features editor

hjones09@winona.edu
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Students spend Thanksgiving far from home
T

is the season to go up a pants size
and add an extra notch to the belt, for
Thanksgiving has come around once again.
The holiday often brings to mind
the image of a giant turkey, roasted to
perfection, sitting in the center of a dining
table, surrounded by various yet equally
important side dishes.
Sometimes, these Thanksgiving fantasies
conclude with very different realities for
Winona State University students.

ULFOR
ION...
COMING FROM A LOWINCOME FAMILY, I'M
SO GRATEFUL AND
THANKFUL
For some students, the trips home do
not always work out. Travel time, bus or
train delays or even the difficulty of finding
a ride home in the first place can deter a
student from departing for the holiday.
Jonathan Lee of Two Rivers, Wis., is one
of those students who will not be retuning
home. This is due to his commute of over
five hours. Instead, Lee has made plans of
his own.
"I'll actually be celebrating it here
in Winona in my apartment with a
roommate," Lee said.
If Lee wasn't staying in Winona, he
would be celebrating Thanksgiving with his
family. The Lee family's Hmong heritage
plays a part in the festivities.
"With the Hmong culture, it's heavily
influenced by whatever the main culture is.
So since we're in America, that's why we
eat turkey, but we also incorporate some
of our own dishes," Lee said. "At the same
time, it's around Hmong New Year time, so
that's sort of how we incorporate Hmong
food and stereotypical Thanksgiving food."
Lee doesn't participate in the American
tradition of watching football on
Thanksgiving.
"I'm not a football guy," he said. "I
couldn't care less who wins. I don't even
know who's playing."

8*Life

He also doesn't get involved in the
typical Thanksgiving kitchen activities.
"I don't cook," he said. "In the Hmong
culture, it's a patriarchal system. The men
don't really do anything and the women are
the ones in the kitchen."
Hannah Frawley will be celebrating
Thanksgiving in Winona as well because
of her work schedule. If she hadn't been
scheduled to work, Frawley would have
headed back to her hometown Saint Paul.
"I would celebrate at home with my
family and family friends," Frawley said.
"It is going to be a smaller Thanksgiving at
our house this year. I will miss eating the
good food that my family makes, especially
the scalloped potatoes."

Some of her favorite dishes, she said, are
potatoes, asparagus and creamed corn.
Although Frawley will miss being
at home, she plans on making her
Thanksgiving in Winona special. She has
brainstormed ideas for what she can make
to have a sufficiently traditional dinner.
"I am thinking about making some pie
or baked goods and maybe some potatoes
and some Seitan - fake meat - but other
than that I don't know of my plans yet,"
she said.
No matter the destination for
Thanksgiving, students like Frawley and
Lee continue to be thankful, even if the
season finds them away from home.
"I'm thankful for an education,"

Lee said. "It's so surreal. That's really
something because, coming from a lowincome family, I'm so grateful and thankful
to be here."

BY MOLLY O'CONNOR
feature writer
moconnorl 0@winona.edu
ALICIA ALVERSON
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Rising to the surface: xGod of Carnage'

KELSEY CHERWINKA

Casey Howe and Lily Roe rehearse their scene ad nauseum for "God of Carnage."

I

t is difficult to conceal a bag of fake
vomit. This was apparent when it came
time for Lily Roe, one of the lead actors
in the department of theatre and dance's
upcoming production, "God of Carnage,"
to strap one on.
"God of Carnage," a play by Yasmina
Reza, is about two sets of parents meeting
to discuss a fight their sons had on the
middle school playground. Brady Beckman
and Megan Smith play husband-and-wifeduo Michael and Veronica.
"Playing a mother is difficult," Smith
said.
"Playing Megan's husband is difficult,"
Beckman said.
This isn't the first time Beckman and
Smith have been paired onstage.
"It's kind of like an old married couple
relationship," Beckman said of his
relationship with Smith. "Like, we should
probably be divorced, but we stay together
just because."
Roe and Casey Howe play the opposing
couple, Annette and Alan. While Roe was
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putting on the puke rig, Howe was testing
out a sharp gray suit, which would take the
brunt of the vomit.
This was Roe's first rehearsal with the
"puke machine." For a fairly simple bodily
function, vomiting can be surprisingly
complicated to simulate.
Anthony Stewart, who had been working
on the fine points of the puke machine for
weeks, helped Roe fasten a pair of clear
plastic tubes around her throat. A sack full
of a mixture of oatmeal, chicken and rice
was fitted snugly against her back.
During the course of the night, three
different consistencies of fake vomit would
be tested.
Jess Clarke, the stage manager for the
production, called for everyone's attention.
"Okay, it's 6:15," she said. "Let's get
started."
"God of Carnage" will be Clarke's
debut as a stage manager. Clarke has
done plenty of work behind the scenes for
numerous Winona State University theater
productions, including the recent children's

show, "Peter Pan." Stage management,
Clarke said, was a "complete different
monster."
Nonetheless, she said "God of Carnage"
was going fairly well.
"Everything's been going pretty
smoothly," she said. A crew member asked
Roe if the vomit tubes were digging too
much into her neck. Roe shook her head,
but didn't take her hand away from the
tubes. After she put on a shirt over the puke
rig, it was almost invisible.
Satisfied, Clarke sat down to watch the
actors rehearse the vomit scene.
"God of Carnage" takes four civilized,
married adults and strips them down
to what lies beneath: pure, animal
conflict. The crude, unexpected arrival
of vomit onto the scene is just one step
in the characters' descent from civility to
savagery, giving into wild emotions that are
buried just beneath the surface.
"What's really difficult is playing to the
subtext—their true feelings," Beckman
said. "You've got to balance what you're

character's feeling and how they're acting.''
He paused.
"And being Megan's husband," he said
again.
The actors took their positions. Beckman
and Smith sat on one side of the set and
Roe and Howe stood on the other.
Clarke and the crew sat in an array
in front of the stage and waited for the
moment of truth.
A lot of work had been put into one sack
of fake vomit, and they were expecting, in
a word, a "mess."
Roe assumed her character and put her
hand to her scarf, just over the plastic
tubing underneath.
"I feel nauseous," she said.
"God of Carnage" will be running in the
Black Box Theater in the Performing Arts
Center at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 20,
until Sunday, Nov. 24.

BY HANNAH JONES
features editor

hjones09@winona.edu
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ast week was International Education Week
at Winona State University, a week of events
dedicated to highlighting a rich, diverse culture as a
campus priority.
Jouapag Lee, the Student Groups Coordinator
for the Knowledge, Empowerment, Advocacy
and Pluralism (KEAP) Center, had some different
opinions on the subject.
"Diversity hasn't been a priority at the university in
the past twenty years," Lee said. "Diversity doesn't
just mean your skin color or sexual orientation. It's
your social identity."
According to Lee, there has been a lack of action
taken by the administration to support those who are
diverse.
"There was a diversity report published in 2011. We
asked for WSU students to submit their stories about
discrimination, harassment, security, safety, etc. We
got over 11 pages of stories," Lee said.
At the same time, she said, the university reported
that no hate crimes on campus had been documented.
"There's a lack of visibility in these instances of
discrimination that happen," Lee said. "We want
someone to be accountable, and we haven't found a
single person or committee to say yes, we hear your
complaints, we hear your concerns and we're going
to change this for you."
Drawing the level of attention desired to these
issues has been a major source of frustration for Lee
and other KEAP members.
"The only response that we've gotten is that the
university embraces diversity, but we don't see any
action," she said. "It's almost as if no one takes our
experiences seriously."
According to Christopher Veeder, a student senator,
there is also a lack of understanding and tolerance by
students.
"There's a lack of knowledge about others,"
Veeder said. "I've heard jokes that show how low of
a tolerance level we have on campus. When you're

?
making fun of someone's race, religion or sexuality,
that crosses a line."
Lee recalled an instance in which she felt she was
treated as unkindly by her peers.
"I was walking home from the library," she said,
"and a car pulled over and started yelling obscene
things at me. When I yelled back at them and they
realized that I spoke English, the car drove off and
turned around and threw things at me before driving
off again."
Incidents like these, Lee said, are not unusual.
"Things like that happen," she said. "We're just
waiting for the next instance of discrimination or
harassment to happen."
According to Lee, the lack of tolerance, support
and action has led to a low retention rate of diverse
students.
"I've had alumni tell me 'Why are you going to that
school?' or alumni who tell me 'I just went there to
get my degree and get out,'" Lee said.
Lee and Veeder advocate for the KEAP Center, an
organization on campus that promotes a safe space
for students to talk about issues. The mission of the
KEAP Center is to provide a space for students to talk
and validate their experiences.
According to Lee, real change cannot be made
without the administration.
"What we're asking the administration to do is
let us focus on being students," Lee said. "The
information is there, the organization is there, it's just
the follow through of what we are advocating for is
not there."
"If we can act, we must act," Veeder said. "We
should do whatever we can to make sure that students
can feel like they are welcome and part of the wider
community at WSU."

BY ABBY DERKSON
feature writer

aderksonl 0@winona.edu

SARAH PICKAR
Above, students could try food from various cultures at
the International Food and Language Fair. At left, many
attended International Learning Day in the SLC Atrium.
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Toys for Tots spreads holiday cheer
T

he holiday season is starting early at
Winona State University. Although
it's still too early for snow, over the past
month, some festive green barrels have
been appearing in corners all over campus.
A sign on each one explains that they are
receptacles for the annual Toys for Tots
fundraiser.
The U.S. Marine Corps Reserve runs
the Toys for Tots program, which has been
collecting new toys for children in need
since 1947. Since then, the popularity of
this charity has grown immensely and
each year, October through December,
Americans eagerly donate.
All across the country, toy drop boxes
are placed in malls, workspaces and right
here at Winona State. S
As the head of the Residence Housing
Association and a coordinator of this year's
Toys for Tots on campus, Charlie Anderson
encourages all donations, no matter how
small.

TO KNOW AND
UNDERSTAND THAT
PEOPLE ARE KIND AND
THE WORLD IS OPEN TO
THEM.
"These toys may be the only thing that
they get for the holidays this year, or even
years to come," Anderson said. "I would
ask you to donate something, whether it
be some spare change, a couple dollars
or even a brand new toy in order to put a
smile on these kids' faces."
With the holidays right around the
corner, the Residence Housing Association
and the National Residence Hall Honorary
are joining forces to give life to Toys for
Tots 2013.
Part of their annual strategy is the "You
Light Up My Life" fundraiser.
"We are selling strands of lights that
residents will be putting up in the windows
of their room, in which they will light
on Dec. 5 during a campus lighting
ceremony," Anderson said. "The ceremony

12»Life

Collection barrels around campus are marked with cheery signs.

represents all the lives that the students
living in the residence halls at WSU
have 'lit up' this year during the holiday
season."
At the end of the fundraiser, the toys will
be bought and sent out to kids to open on
Christmas morning.
That moment especially, Anderson said,
is important to the mission behind the
fundraiser.
"I want children to know and understand
that people are kind and the world is
open to them," he said. "That is why I get
involved."

Thanks to the Hiawatha Valley Marines,
Toys for Tots has spread across the entire
Winona area. Jim Eddy, professor emeritus
and former Marine, is helping to promote
the event in the community.
"We've been doing it for approximately
ten years," Eddy said. "It's a way to do
outreach and networking to the general
public."
According to Eddy, this year's fundraiser
has more than 75 collection barrels open
for donations.
All donations will be collected on
Thursday, Dec. 5.

MELISSA VANGR1NSVEN

Eddy also said out of the over 300
families the Hiawatha Valley Marines gave
toys to last year, nearly all took the time to
say thanks.
Distribution of the toys the Marines
receive this year will take place on Dec. 15.

BY MACKENZIE VESELIK
feature writer

mveselikl 3@winona.edu
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Transgender Day of Remembrance next week
W

inona State University's Full
Spectrum club will be having three
events this week for the 15th annual
Transgender Day of Remembrance, which
takes place Wednesday, Nov. 20.
Garrett Bowling, Full Spectrum's
Co-Public Relation Chair, said trans*
awareness is important for the Winona
State community.
"We usually do a candlelight vigil, but
this year we wanted the event to be a
learning experience," Bowling said. "It's
basically to remember the trans* people or
gender nonconforming people who have
been murdered because of the hatred and
fear their community receives."
There will be a cisgender workshop at
3:30 p.m. on Wednesday in Dining Rooms
B and C in Kryszko Commons, and a
candlelight vigil also on Wednesday at
6 p.m. in Windom Park, which is on the
corner of Huff and Sixth Street.
The cisgender workshop is a new
addition to the Day of Remembrance
events.
Likewise, "cisgender" itself is a
relatively new term.
"Cisgender," Bowling said, "refers to
anyone who identifies with the gender that

they were born with."
The cisgender workshop was an
important addition for Full Spectrum, said
Bowling.
"The cisgender workshop is meant to
use cisprivilege to better the community as
a whole and make better allies," Bowling
said.

WEUStKLYDOA
CANDLELIGHT VIGIL,
BUT THIS YEAR WE
WANTED THE EVENT
TO BE A LEARNING
EXPERIENCE.
-GARRE

Full Spectrum President Jax Pugh agreed
with Bowling on the importance of raising
awareness and involvement for allies.
"It's to help people become a better ally
and move away from being a bystander,"
Pugh said.
Pugh also shared information about
Wednesday night's traditional vigil.
"The vigil is also a gathering of
supportive people where not only grief and
outrage can be expressed, but also hope and
a recommitment to ending the injustice that
gives rise to such violence can be given
voice," Pugh said. "Names of some victims
will be read aloud, thoughts and feelings
of those in attendance may be voiced, and
remarks will be offered by Dr. JamieAnn
Meyers, a member of the trans* community
who lives among us."
Transgender Day of Remembrance
started after the murder of Rita Hester,
which is still unsolved, according to the
Transgender Day of Remembrance website.
"The first Transgender Day of
Remembrance in 1998 was web-based,"
Pugh said. "By 2012 the number of
observances worldwide has grown to more
than 200."
Full Spectrum's next big event is

attending the Midwest Bisexual Lesbian
Gay Transgender Ally College Conference
in Kansas City, Mo.
The topics raised at the conference
surround LGBTA identities, race, religion,
gender, sex and disability.
The conference will also address
important issues and values going forward,
such as history, education, health, politics,
allyship, homelessness, professionalism
and leadership.
Bowling said he was looking forward to
the conference.
"You get to learn about the community
and hear people and their stories," Bowling
said.
Full Spectrum meets every Wednesday
at 7:30 p.m. in Minne 103. If interested
in joining, contact Jax Pugh at jpugh09@
winona.edu.

BY SAMI SCHWANKE

feature writer
sschwankel 0@winona.edu

ACCOUNTS FROM ACADEMICIANS

r

(noun) ac a dem mi cian\ a-ke-de- mishen
An Academic; intellectual

I
I

WHAT IS THE BIGGEST PROBLEM FACING THE UNITED STATES RIGHT NOW?
RACHEL HARRIS
JUNIOR
TREMPEALEAU, WIS.

ISAAC SAMMIS
SENIOR
PRIOR LAKE, MINN.

MITCHELL JOHNSON
SENIOR
WOODBURY, MINN.

"Starving children—There's
a lot of families under the
poverty line."

"Congress and their
inability to pass laws."

"The fact that we try and
push what we think is right
on the rest of the world, i.e.
democracy."

KAITLYN FLATHERS
SOPHOMORE
LEWISTON, MINN.

IAN GIBBS
SUPER SENIOR
COTTAGE GROVE, MINN.

CASSANDRA SHELTON
SENIOR
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

"Debt—we spend our
money in a way that isn't
smart."

"The two-party system—
both sides are pretty much
doing the same thing, but
they blame the other side."

"How we choose to
circulate money—you can't
just continuously print off
money."

PHOTOS AND INTERVIEWS BY HANNAH JONES
Nov. 20,2013
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Letter to the editor: Remembering former
WSU president Irwin Shepard
Dr. Irwin Shepard was president of Winona State
from 1879-1898.
He was also a Medal of Honor winner.
The citation states: "The President of the United
States of America, in the name of Congress, takes
pleasure in presenting the Medal of Honor to
Corporal Irwin Shepard, United States Army, for
extraordinary heroism on 20 November 1863,
while serving with Company E, 17th Michigan
Infantry, in action at Fort Sanders, Knoxville, Tenn.
Having voluntarily accompanied a small party to

destroy buildings within the enemy's lines, whence
sharpshooters had been firing, disregarded an order
to retire, Corporal Shepard remained and completed
the firing of the buildings, thus insuring their total
destruction; this at the imminent risk of his life from
the fire of the advancing enemy."
Shepard was promoted to Sergeant but was
seriously wounded in a later battle and so medically
released from the military.
After earning his doctorate, he became a
nationally-known educator. Not only was he

The Winonan strives for perfection in each issue. To this end> we
welcome comments or complaints about errors that need to be
corrected.
Please contact Editor-in-Chief Marcia RatlifFat MRatliff09@
winona.edu with any concerns about the journalistic integrity of our
publication. Please direct any content-related comments to Marcia as
well.

president of Winona State (Winona Normal School
as it was named then), he was president of the
National Education Association and served as its
executive secretary for 19 years. He also started the
first kindergarten west of the Mississippi.
He is interred at Woodlawn Cemetery in Winona.

BY RUSS DENNISON
WSU Librarian
rdennison@winona. edu

This is the Winonans last issue
this semester. Have a safe and
pleasant winter break, and look
For our next issue in January!
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Letter to the editor:
Remember what "Ban the Box'' is really about
In response to "Ban the Box Law wards off
discrimination," published Nov. 13

T

he Nov. 13, 2013 edition of The Winonan
featured the article '"Ban the Box' Law Wards
Off Discrimination" authored by Cassie Tokach.
This piece described a new state law that requires
Minnesota employers to omit questions about
criminal records from job application forms.
In the title and throughout the article, the word
"discrimination" is used to describe the practice of
employers siphoning applicants on the basis of their
criminal history.
As any good writer knows, word choice matters
and the diction in this piece is really problematic.
To suggest that people who lose job opportunities
because of their criminal histories are being
"discriminated" against is to imply that they are
suffering injustice instead of facing the consequences
of their own bad choices.
The use of the word "discrimination" also implies
that the difficulties faced by those with criminal
records are equivalent to forms of discrimination

based on an applicant's ethnic or racial background,
gender or sexual orientation. This parallel is absurd,
but it is nevertheless implied by The Winonan's use
of the word "discrimination."
To be clear, the problem is in the wording of the
article in The Winonan, not with the law itself.
Minority communities suffer from disproportionate
policing and unnecessarily harsh convictions for
minor offenses such as drug use.
Hopefully the "Ban the Box" law will correct that
imbalance at least until these laws and procedures are
reformed or abolished altogether.
But The Winonan's implicit suggestion that losing
a job opportunity because of a DWI conviction is
categorically similar to losing it because of ethnicity,
gender or sexual orientation only serves to diminish
the real struggles of those facing true discrimination.

hank you for writing to us about this article. We
deeply appreciate your opinion.
In our view, there are two meanings of
discrimination at play here. The Oxford English
Dictionary defines discrimination as any kind of
distinction about or against someone or something
(definition la) and a prejudicial distinction made
based on race or skin color (definition lc).
Your criticism of our article centers around these
definitions, stating that we blur the lines between
the two. However, in our view, everybody who
has to check the box has already dealt with the
consequences of his or her actions.
Whether people are, as you say, "facing the
consequences of their own bad choices" or
were originally victims of prejudice due to
"disproportionate policing and unnecessarily harsh
convictions," having to check the box means they

Editor-in-Chief: Marcia Ratliff
MRatliff09@winona.edu
News Editor: Julia Sand
JSand1O@winona.edu
Features Editor: Hannah Jones
HJones09@winona.edu
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From the editor's desk: what does
'discrimination' mean?

T

Winonan Staff

are automatically subject to prejudice for their status
as criminals. They have already paid their fines and/
or served their time, so any further restriction toward
them, such as this law addresses, is unwarranted.
Our use of the word "discrimination" does not
attempt to insensitively equalize all kinds of people
who have to check the box.
However, we believe the 'Ban the Box' Law
will, necessarily, make all persons who have been
convicted of a crime more free to gain employment.
The type of crime or nature of conviction is irrelevant
so early in the employment process, and the law
addresses this fact.
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The Prize in Ethics Essay
C o n t e s ti sa na n n u a l
1 <> \ competition designed to
challenge college students
to analyze the urgent ethical
/
issues confronting them in
today's complex world.
\

Articulate with clarity an ethical issue that
you have encountered and describe what it has
taught you about ethics and yourself.

BY MARCIA RATLIFF
editor-in-chief
mratliff09@winona.edu

Full-time Juniors & Seniors at
accredited four-year colleges and universities
in the U.S. are invited to enter.
FIRST PRIZE: $5,000
SECOND PRIZE: $2,500
THIRD PRIZE: $1,500
TWO HONORABLE MENTIONS: $500 EACH

teu.co

ONLINE ENTRY & GUIDELINES:

www.efrhicsprize.org
DEADLINE: ONLINE BY
DEC. 2ND, 2013, 5PM PST
www.eliewieselfoundation.org
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Warriors drop season finale
to
Concordia-St.
Paul
23-13
T
he Winona State University football team finished
its 2013 campaign with a 23-13 loss to ConcordiaSt. Paul in front of a crowd of 1,265 in the last collegiate
football contest ever played in the Metrodome.
The running backs couldn't provide any offense,
recording only two net yards on the game, while
Concordia-St. Paul ended their day with 108 yards rushing.
The Warriors posted 206 passing yards, while the Golden
Bears recorded 225.
Winona State had trouble lighting the offensive
fuse early, and they were forced to punt on both of its
possessions in the first quarter. The Warriors were held to
only five yards in the opening quarter, controlling the ball
for 3:21, while the Golden Bears had the ball for 11 39.
Quarterback Jack Nelson saw himself get sacked seven
times as the Golden Bear defense applied stifling pressure
throughout the majority of the game.
Concordia-St. Paul started off the scoring with a 36-yard
field goal in the first quarter to take a 3-0 advantage.
The second quarter didn't bode much better for
the Warriors, with their longest play being a 21-yard
completion from Nelson to Zach Olstad with 6:30 to go in
the half giving the Warriors a first down.
Concordia-St. Paul was able to increase its lead in the
second quarter, scoring its first touchdown of the contest
on an 8-yard completion from Jared Russo to Cordell
Smith to give the Golden Bears a 10-0 lead. Concordia
tacked on another field goal with just three seconds on the
clock to improve their advantage to 13-0 heading into the
locker room.
Winona State scored halfway through the third quarter
thanks to a 19-yard strike from Nelson to Alan May to cut
the deficit to 20-7. The Golden Bears answered with their
third field goal of the game, this one good for 32 yards as
they took a 23-7 advantage.
The Warriors started off the fourth quarter in explosive
fashion, as Nelson found Tony Mueller on the first play
for a 29-yard connection down to the 10-yard line. On the
next play, Nelson got the ball in Alex Jensen's hands for a
10-yard touchdown to cut the lead to within ten, 23-13. A
failed two-point conversion left the difference at ten that
would end up being the final score.
The Golden Bears created four Warrior turnovers.
Winona State lost a trio of fumbles while Nelson threw
a pick as well. Nelson bounced back from his slow start,
completing 13 of his 25 passes for 206 yards as well as a
pair of touchdowns.

Nov. 20, 2013

Collin Corcoran was impressive defensively for the
Warriors, netting 16 tackles and 1.5 sacks. Pat Lazzara
finished with 13 tackles and an interception. Ryan Gerts
recorded for 11 tackles and a forced fumble, while Larry
Mbayu added eight, and Morgan Weaver and Mitch Lunder
each chipped in seven. Turrell Foster had six tackles and
also picked up a Golden Bear fumble for the Warriors.
Winona State ends its 2013 season with a 6-5 record,
making it the 17th season in a row with a winning record
with head coach Tom Sawyer at the helm.

to Winona State

BY SAM THIEL
sports reporter

sthielll@winona.edu
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Soccer ends season 15-4-3 at regional tournament
T

he Winona State University soccer team ended
its 2013 season with a loss against University of
Minnesota, Duluth on Sunday, Nov. 17, during the second
round of the NCAA Regional Tournament.
The UMD Bulldogs recorded their 1-0 postseason
victory of the Warriors. Dani Potter scored the lone goal,
her 12th goal of the season, off a pass from teammate
Jennifer Smith during the 29th minute of play.
Jennifer DeRoo finished her college career with five of
the team's 14 total shots.
Alaina Kne and Shauna Rodman each added two shots
to the total. Morgan LeFebvre, Hadley Bales, Nikole
Porter, Kati Baker and Mehan Bolton each contributed one
shot.
UMD totaled ten shots during the game with four of the
shots on goal.
Maureen Stormont had five of the team's shots and
Potter added one more shot to her goal.
Katie Schneider, Megan Helberg and Smith had one shot
each.

Winona State's goalkeeper Alexandra Vial made three
saves and allowed one goal. Marissa Rosa, UMD's
goalkeeper, saved seven attempted goals.
Friday, Nov. 15, the Warriors won a hard-fought battle
against Southwest Baptist in the opening round of the
NCAA Regional Tournament.
Bearcat Ali Skogrand scored the first goal of the game
during the 43rd minute of play.
During the 60th minute, Devon Richards scored the
Warriors first goal and her first of the season. Tied 1-1,
the teams played two overtimes and neither scored, which
forced the teams into a shootout.
Rebecca McCoy, Kne, DeRoo and LeFebvre succeeded
on their kicks, as did four of the Bearcats. Skorgrand
missed her shot, and Bales was next up.
Her shot successfully went in, giving the Warriors a 5-4
edge to move on to their next postseason game.
During this game, Winona State recorded 18 total shots,
seven of which were on goal. Kne, Baker and DeRoo led
the team with three shots each. Kenzie Rose, Bales and

Richards each had two. Meg Riebau, Madalyn Jansen and
McCoy added one each.
The Bearcats recorded 21 total shots, with 12 on goal.
Caroline Karlsson led the team with seven shots, and
teammate Ashley Creason had four.
Vial had ten saves and allowed one goal during the
regular game.
Southwest Baptist's goalkeeper, Paige Hemphill, saved
six shots and allowed one goal during the regular game.
The Warriors ended their season with a 15-4-3 overall
record.
With 15 victories, this season marked the sixth time in
the last seven years that a team has had at least 15 wins.
This also marked the 18th straight season Winona State
posted a winning record. This was the team's fifth trip to
the NCAA tournament in school history.
BY KYLIE BRIDENHAGEN
sports reporter
kbridenhagenll@winona.edu

Men's basketball begins 2013 season in Puerto Rico
T

he Winona State University men's
basketball team tipped off their
season far away from the Northern Sun
Intercollege Conference, with the first three
games of the season in San Juan, Puerto
Rico.
Forward Kyle Bauman said, "I was so
happy to see games in Puerto Rico on the
schedule. Basketball and nice weather—it
doesn't get much better than that."
Following two exhibition games at
home, Winona State played three games
in five days in Puerto Rico, an early
conditioning test for the Warriors.
Shooting guard Corey Jeffs said, "With
that many games we had to be well-rested
and well-conditioned."
The regular season began Nov. 8 when
the Warriors took on American University.
Bauman's 13 points and 6 rebounds led the
Warriors to a 67-56 victory.
Kellen Taylor posted a double-double in
the winning effort with 11 points and 10
rebounds. Taylor Cameron also scored in
double figures with 10 points. The Warriors
out-rebounded American by a count of
41-31.
After a two-day break, the Warriors
returned to action on Nov. 11 to face the
University of Puerto Rico-Bayamon.
Cameron led the way with 12 points and
6 rebounds. Taylor was the other Warrior
to reach double figures with 11 points and
three rebounds. The Warriors were able to
out rebound their opponent, grabbing 32
boards to Puerto Rico-Bayamon's 24, on
the way to the 65-43 victory.
"It was good to be able to consistently
out-rebound our opponent's in back-toback games," Jeffs said.
Nov. 20, 2013

The Warriors ended their Puerto Rico
series by scoring the most points in a game
since January of last season against the
University of Puerto Rico-Piedras.
Four Warriors scored in double figures
to propel the Warriors to an 80-48 victory.
Mark Blacklock led the Warriors with
20 points, Nick Arenz followed with
12 points, and Cameron and Skyler
O'Laughlin each posted 10 points.
For the third game in the row, the
Warriors won the rebounding battle by a
mark of 38-20.
"Seeing as we scored 80 points on the
back half of a back-to-back, I'd say we are
pretty well-conditioned," Jeffs said.
After recording victories in each of the
games played in Puerto Rico, the players
returned home.
"It was a cool experience. They are very
enthusiastic down there, and they know
their basketball," Blacklock said.
The Warriors entered the season ranked
20th in the NCAA Division II Preseason
Coaches Poll.
The Warriors are the second highest
ranked team in the NSIC.
The University of Minnesota StateMankato received a preseason ranking of
fifth, the highest in school history.
The Warriors will travel to Mankato to
face Minnesota State on Dec. 7.

BY TJ LEVERENTZ
sports reporter
tleverentzl 2@winona.edu

Warrior Riley Bambenek leads the ball down the
court against Illinois Wesleyan on Nov. 2.

BARTHOLOME RONDET
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Winona State volleyball ends season with a victory
T

he Winona State University volleyball squad ended
their regular season over the weekend with the final
two games against the University of Minnesota, Crookston
on Nov. 15 and Bemidji State on Nov. 16.
Against Minnesota Crookston, the Warriors dropped
three straight games for a 3-0 loss to Crookston. In the first
set for the Warriors, an 18-3 run by Crookston erased an
early 7-6 lead by the Warriors and cost the set.
A much closer second set was in store for the Warriors,
but Crookston took a late surge and secured the win. 15
times throughout the second set, the score was tied up and
the Warriors were up 24-23 before giving up the next two
points to Crookston and losing 26-24.
Another close set was again a loss for the Warriors as
they lost a late lead to a Crookston run in the third and
final set. Up 20-19, the Warriors gave up a Crookston run
for the 25-20 loss in the set to give Crookston the match
victory as well.
As a team, the Warriors struggled on the offense, hitting
.008 as a team and giving up a .216 hitting percentage to
Crookston. On the offensive side, Rachel Polland finished
with eight kills for the Warriors, and Kylea Roeglin led
with a .300 hitting percentage.
The only Warrior to finish with double digit assists
was Kayla Uhlenhake, who ended the match with 11.
Defensively, two Warriors ended the match with double-

digit digs. Jamie Cairncross led the Warriors with 13, and
Bekah Saugen was right behind with 10.
The final match of the season came against Bemidji
State and resulted in a 3-1 victory to end the Warriors'
season on a winning note. The first set was a Warrior loss
by a score of 25-21, forcing the Warriors to bounce back in
the second match.
In the second match, the Warriors pulled ahead of
Bemidji 13-5 and kept ahead with a 20-14 lead until
Bemidji had an 8-2 run of their own to tie the match at
22. Down 24-23, the Warriors used back-to-back kills by
Polland and Katie Froehle to earn the 26-24 win.
The third set was a total victory for the Warriors as they
led the entirety of the game despite comeback attempts by
Bemidji en route to the 25-17 win.
The fourth and final set was more of a back-and-forth
effort between the two teams. The Warriors jumped ahead
early, but a Bemidji run tied the game at 10.
Keeping hot, Bemidji used a 7-2 run to take the 17-12
lead until the Warriors used their own 7-2 run to tie the
match at 19. Up 21-20 the Warriors took the lead for the
last time with a kill by Saugen, and Froehle closed the
match with a kill of her own.
For their final match, the seniors enjoyed successes.
Saugen and Froehle each recorded a double-double in their
last collegiate match. Saugen led the team with 14 kills and

10 digs, while Froehle had 11 kills and 18 digs. Alii Glisch
had 11 kills and was the Warrior leader with a .381 hitting
percentage.
Kaley Jacobson led the team with 24 assists. Kayla
Uhlenhake and Elena Kruesel had 15 and 7 assists
respectively. Joining Froehle and Saugen in double digit
digs was Leah Perri, who finished with 14.
Cairncross, a freshman on the team, said, "I think we
grew as a team this season. We play more aggressively and
are more confident in each other."
The Warriors are looking to keep improving for next
season, while also celebrating this season's successes.
"I don't think we have been playing to our full
potential," Cairncross said. "Every game we have been
improving, and we have been practicing hard. We are a
very good team and just need to follow through until the
end with a win."
The Warriors finished their season, with an 11-18 overall
record and an 8-12 record in the NSIC.

BY DILLON HOGAN
sports reporter

dhoganll @winona.edu

Traveling For
The Holidays?
Call Go Carefree ShuttleVan Service to
Minneapolis Airport and Rochester!
$25- Winona to Rochester
$49- Winona to Minneapolis &
Minneapolis Airport

Departing from Kryzsko Commons
7 times a day!

Carefree
Shuttle
the Only Wfejf to GO
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Advance Reservations
Are Required
(608) 781-5181 or
gocarefreeshuttle.com

Senior Abby Busch fights off a Wisconsin-La Crosse player in
the Warriors' 53-46 victory on Nov. 13.
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Women's rugby moves to National Final Four
W

inona State University women's rugby team, the
Black Katts, are headed to the National Final Four
in Florida after sweeping the Sweet 16 and the Elite 8 in
Wayne, Neb. over the weekend.
The week of practice in preparation for the big weekend
was different than normal. Practice was cut short on
Tuesday due to the cold weather, and the Black Katts left
for Nebraska on Thursday, leaving their final practice to be
held at Wayne State where the tournament took place.
Nadia Nassif said she felt confident in her teammates
going into the weekend games.
"We have been working hard all year and have had some
especially intense practices these last few weeks," Nassif
said.
Coach Josh Krzewinski also said that he felt confident
in the Black Katts and that he probably gets more nervous
than the girls.
Krzewinski said, "This is the Sweet 16, the teams out
there are just as talented as we are."
First up to face Winona State in the tournament was the
University of Nebraska.
After a tough ten minutes of Nebraska almost scoring,
Holly Vassar scored from a driving lineout close to the try
line and put the Black Katts on the board 5-0.
Lindsay Bucki scored next after the backs ran down the
field and passed it out the back line. The conversion by
Katie Dries made the score was 12-0.
After the ball went out to the backs Holly Edelburg
scored and Hillary Zimmer made the conversion. The score
was then 19-0.
After a series of penalties against both teams, Bucki
scored again out wide, making the score 24-0.

The University of Nebraska scored next after a drive
through the middle, bringing the score 24-5.
Caitlin Courtney then scored with a minute left in the
first half.
Krzewinski said that he could tell that the Black Katts
were nervous going into the game, "It took some time to
get rolling, and we entered halftime feeling pretty good."
The second half brought more penalties, dropped balls
and missed tackles that allowed the University of Nebraska
to stay in the game.
After 12 minutes of struggle, Courtney made a great
individual effort and scored. After the conversion by
Zimmer, the score was 36-5.
More penalties against the Black Katts led to two more
tries by the University of Nebraska, making the score 3615.
To end the game, Emilee Burkhalter scored a try
followed by Georgia Porter, bringing the game to a final
46-15.
Krzewinski said that the University of Nebraska was a
strong, hard-hitting team.
"We were happy to have overcome what they had to
throw at us," Krzewinski said.
The next day the Black Katts played Colorado Mesa
University in the Elite 8.
Kathryn Zahn scored the first try of the game, and the
conversion by Zimmer gave the Black Katts a quick 7-0
lead.
Next to score after a 50-meter gain by the backs was Tori
Langhans. Ashley Pomeroy stole the ball, leading to Bucki
scoring on the next try, for a 17-0 lead. Penalties against
Colorado Mesa University led Zimmer to make a kick and

the score was 20-0.
Courtney scored two tries and after two successful
conversions it was a 34-0 game at halftime.
Soon after the second half started, Courtney scored again
followed by Nadia Nassif. The conversion by Zimmer
made the score 46-0.
Lanoria Duhart scored the next try, followed by
Courtney after she broke through three tackles. Zimmer
converted again, bringing the game 58-0.
A play by Trisha Harris and Ashley Pomeroy led
Pomeroy to score a try followed by the final try of the
game by Holly Edelburg. The conversion by Zimmer made
the game a final 70-0 for the Black Katts.
Krzewinski said, "The games versus Nebraska and
Colorado were night and day. We cleaned up our tackling
versus Colorado, and that made a world of difference."
Coach Roger Riley said, "Sunday was a very pleasing
result for us, and I think it shows that Winona State has
built a rugby program, not just a rugby team."
The Black Katts are now moving on to the National
Final Four held at the Myrtle Lake Sports Complex in
Auburndale, Fla. Dec. 7 and 8. Their first game of the final
tournament will be against Kutztown State.
The Black Katts are determined to come out on top after
the weekend in Florida.
Nassif said, "Everyone wants this year to be 'the year.'"

BY ALLISON MUELLER
sports reporter
amuellerl 2@winona.edu

What's the difference: club sports and varsity sports
A

lthough club sports and varsity sports
can be vastly different, the theme of
competition is always apparent.
That is how Eric Schoh, the athletic
director at Winona State, sees it. "I think
it depends on the student and what they
want out of their athletic experience. Club
sports give more flexibility and the varsity
sports have more opportunities such as
scholarships," Schoh said.
There are 15 varsity sports at Winona
State which includes both men's and
women's sports. As for the club sports, the
amount changes year to year. Currently,
there are 25 club sports at Winona State.
Adrian Shepard is the director of the
Integrated Wellness Complex and the
sports club supervisor at Winona State.
He sees the two types of sports outlets as
separate entities.
"You have to look at the equality on
an individual basis. You have to ask if
the teams in athletics are treated equally.
Then you need to look at the sports clubs
separate from varsity," Shepard said. "If
we are looking at the equality of the sports
clubs through a sports club lens, I think the
clubs are treated equally. The opportunities
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in sports clubs are relatively equal under
the sports club umbrella."
Although there are obvious advantages
to varsity athletics, such as scholarships
and a possible professional future, Schoh
sees club sports as another great outlet for
the players.
"A club sport is another opportunity that
doesn't have the restrictions and guidelines
and minimums and maximums and things
that you have to follow like varsity with
the NCAA. I think they are separated
in sense that they are two different
opportunities for the players," Schoh said.
Students create the club sports and run
them. Each club sport is self-governed by
the players in the club.
For the players, the most obvious
difference between club sports and varsity
sports are the restrictions that come with
NCAA sports. But there are even more
personal differences between the two.
"In the bigger picture, you don't have
as much of a time commitment with club
sports. Because of the self-governance
of a club sport, you decide the time
commitment. Club sports can provide a
better balance, because you can get a job,

have a social life and have more time to
figure out your balance. Obviously, with
varsity you can do those things but you just
have less time," Shepard said.
The players in club sports are able to
work around each other's schedules. The
personal benefits of club sports and the
professional benefits of varsity sports are
what make the opportunities different for
players.
"Athletics is more of a business. Sports
club is more recreation-based. A 'compete
as you will' type of program," Shepard
said.
For these two men, varsity and
club sports are two different but great

opportunities for athletes that are interested
in competing.
"I think it's a good mix to have the
varsity, the club sports and even the
intramural piece of it to provide a venue
for anybody who is looking for athletics
as an extracurricular activity," Schoh said.
"They all still have the competition piece
and the physical activity piece to them and
that opens up the opportunities for any
interest level."

BY CHRISTIAN SOPKOWIAK
sports reporter
csopkowiakll@winona.edu
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E-Warrior/Aspen Capital
Essay Scholarships
Tell Us How YOU, WSU!
For full details go to:

www.wmona.
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Twelve $1,000 e-Warrior scholarships available
Submit ONLINE
Write a 500 word narrative statement on how YOU, WSU!
It's easy!
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Entries due bv January 1 st
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